MACPfNE Online Thesaurus - Help Guide
This guide will help you to familiarize yourself with the online thesaurus.
1- General Structure
1-1 Main Navigation Bar

A general user (i.e. a user not logged in) will able to use the main menu bar shown above which consist of:
- Home: link to the home page of the site, listing the Narrative Environments part of the site
- Glossary: link to the glossary page, listing all elements of the site in alphabetical order
- Recently added: link to new and latest modified elements of the site
- Debate: link to the debate section of the site
Additionally, users can use the search function and login the site by using the appropriate buttons positionned
on the main navigation bar.

1-2 Home Page

the home page currently consists of a list of all narrative environments in alphabetical order,
and a random image of content associated with one of the narrative environment.

1-3 Glossary Page

The glossary page lists all elements which part of the site in alphabetical order (default view).
The user is able to filter the glossary by element group, such as Narrative Environments, Practices, Terms and
Contents.
NB: Each element’s group can be graphically recognized by its textured background.

1-4 Recently Added Page

The recently added page lists the last 50 elements that have been added or modified, ordered descending from
the latest.
NB: Each element’s group can be graphically recognized by its textured background.

1-5 Debates Page

This page lists all debates, whether general debates (i.e. not affiliated to an element of the thesaurus), or element
specific debate (related to an element of the thesaurus).
From here, the user can select the debate they want to see which links to the whole conversation.
NB: Each element’s group can be graphically recognized by its textured background.

2- View Thesaurus’ Elements
2-1 View Practice

A practice view page consists of, from top - down:
- Name of the practice along with its debate page (if any)
- Definition of the practice
- Related practices
- Related terms, along with the argument for link the term to this practice

2-2 View Term
2-2-1 General View

A term general view page consists of:
- Name of the term along with its general debate page (if any)
- General Definition of the term (when not affiliated to any practices)
- Associated practices links
- Terms details within a practice (for more details, see 2-2-2- Related View)

2-2-2 Related View

A term related view page consists of:
- Name of the term and its related practice, along with its specific debate page (if any)
- Definition of the term in its context (according to the practice)
- Random pictorial content related to this term within the related practice
- Broader and narrower terms according to the related practice
- related content, currently grouped between textual and picturial content
- other practices related to this term and its definition/argument in its other contexts

2-3 Content View

A content view page consists of:
- Name of the content along with its debate page (if any)
- Link(s) to Terms and/or Narrative Environments (content can only be linked to those two groups of elements)
- Definition
- Content (image, text, video)

2-4 Narrative Environment View

A narrative environment view page consists of:
- Name of the narrative environment, along with its specific debate page (if any)
- Definition of the narrative environment
- Associated Elements listed in alphabetical order
any elements, in any context, can be linked to a narrative environement. Each association can be consolidated
with an argument that explains the nature of the assocation.

2-5 Search Result View

A search result page consists of:
- Query made
- Results ordered by groups of elements
- Links where the query has been found

